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Abstract

The origin of the alignment with respect to the director observed for solutes in a nematic

host remains unclear and various mechanisms ranging from steric repulsions to dispersive or

electrostatic interactions have been invoked. Here we present atomistic molecular dynamics

(MD) computer simulations of rigid solutes of small dimensions dissolved in a nematic liquid

crystal solvent, 4-n-pentyl,4
′
cyanobiphenyl (5CB), that aim to quantitatively predict the ori-

entational order. We have validated the results comparing the dipolar couplings obtained by

atomistic simulation with their experimental NMR counterparts. To help assessing the sepa-

rate effect of the various types of anisotropic interactions on the orientational order of solutes,

we have modelled solute molecules both with their partial atomic charges present or absent

(switching them to zero) finding that, at least for the cases studied, the alignment mechanism

is largely dominated by steric and van der Waals dispersive forces rather than Coulomb ones.

We have compared the anisotropic aligning potential with the predictions of the Maier-Saupe

and surface tensor models and discussed their performance.

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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Introduction

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is widely used for investigating both long-range

orientational order in liquid crystals and the geometrical properties of solutes dissolved in these

mesophases. The orientational order of the solvent in fact allows the measurement of structure-

sensitive anisotropic properties1–5 such as nuclear dipolar couplings, that would instead average to

zero in isotropic liquids. Similar concepts have been employed with great success for the structural

investigation of proteins in weakly aligning media.6 The analysis of the NMR spectra for small

molecules dissolved in liquid crystals has resulted in a large body of information about molecular

properties, notably molecular conformations and orientations, derived from direct dipolar coupling,

quadrupolar coupling and indirect coupling tensors.1,3,5,7–9 As long as the number of coupled spins

in the solute molecules is relatively small, well resolved NMR spectra can usually be observed. In

the most important case of proton NMR, this well resolved spectrum is superimposed to a broad

background due to the unresolved spectrum of the nematic solvent.10

Over the years various theoretical models have been proposed for rationalizing the experi-

mental observations, but none of these has prevailed and there are still unanswered questions. A

large number of studies1,3,5,7,11–19 have tried to relate specific molecular features (structure, elec-

tric multipoles, shape, surface, polarizability) to the orientational order of the host liquid crystal

(LC). Unfortunately, an unavoidable problem in analysing real experimental data with the aim of

assessing the relative importance of the various types of interactions, is that all the contributions

to the intermolecular energy are superimposed and cannot be easily separated. To get some hints,

homologous series of molecules which differ only for a certain chemical substitution that selec-

tively alters a property, can be used. For instance in a family of substituted benzenes, F, Br and

Cl atoms could be systematically inserted at the same position to examine the effect of different

electronegativity or polarizability.

Yet another strategy that has been pursued, is to use various nematic solvents while keeping the

same solute. In particular Burnell, de Lange and coworkers have put forward the use of mixtures of

nematics with opposite sign of the dielectric anisotropy so as to compensate electric field gradient
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effects.1 They argued that it is possible to choose solvent combinations that in certain physical

conditions, like composition or temperature, cancel out field gradient interactions (e.g. quadrupo-

lar20), thus leaving steric forces (molecular shapes) as the dominant contribution. They calibrated

these mixtures that are known as "magic mixtures" using small apolar solutes as described in.1

In this context, the great advantage of simulations is the ability of selectively varying or even

switching-off specific intermolecular contributions of the solute or the solvent without changing

the chemical nature of the system.15,21 In the past Monte Carlo simulations on coarse grained mod-

els based, e.g. on a Gay Berne representation of solutes and nematic solvents has been used11,13

with the aim of looking at trends arising from one or multiple electric quadrupoles embedded in the

Gay Berne ellipsoids. Recent advances in atomistic simulations of liquid crystals demonstrated the

predictive capability of the technique22–27 and suggested that more specific studies addressing the

direct comparison with NMR experiments are possible. For istance, in22 we have shown that the

transition temperatures, densities, order parameters and NMR observables can be reproduced for

the important series of n-cyanobiphenyls. It is important to assess if these advances in simulations

can be applied to solutes at relatively low (a few %) concentration in nematics, where the statistics

on solute properties such as dipolar couplings is inevitably much more problematic. This would,

however, be quite important also in view of the recent developments in NMR data analysis 1,28,29

that allow for fairly automatic computerized method in the determination of dipolar couplings

from spectral data. Then we here show the application of the atomistic Molecular Dynamics (MD)

technique to investigate the order of rigid solutes in the nematic 5CB and the importance of their

charge distribution on alignment. At the same time we assess the effect of solutes on the order

of the nematic solvent. Thus, our study has the double intent of checking if the atomistic inter-

molecular potentials and the currently amenable sample sizes in MD simulations are capable of

reproducing the experimental NMR observations, and at the same time of determining the spe-

cific aligning mechanism of the solute-solvent interactions. In addition we compare the alignment

energy obtained by MD simulation with that expected from the approximate Maier-Saupe30 and

surface tensor31 model theories.
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Simulation details

We wish to make contact and compare our results with 1H NMR experiments on small rigid so-

lutes dissolved in nematics. These typically employ rod-like or disc-like solutes in concentrations

of the order of 5% in weight on weight.3 Since the orientational order of solutes in liquid crys-

tals is widely influenced by their specific interactions with solvent, as well as by concentration,

temperature and solvent purity, a standard reference molecule is often added to the solution to

compare the results from different experiments at the same order for the reference solute. To

mimic these experimental conditions, in our study the samples are composed of 2000 molecules,

of which 1904 molecules of the solvent 4-n-pentyl,4
′
cyanobiphenyl (5CB), 16 molecules of 1,3,5-

trichlorobenzene (TCB), as an internal standard, and 80 molecules of solute giving a mole fraction

x = 0.04. These sample sizes are quite large for current atomistic simulations, but they are essen-

tial. Indeed in a preliminary set of simulations we have employed relatively small size samples with

238 molecules of solvent, 10 of solute and 2 of standard molecules but these simulations showed

rms errors with magnitude ≥ 100%, quite unacceptable. Here we have studied the following so-

lutes: benzene (BEN), 1,3,5-tribromobenzene (TBB) (disc-like), acetylene (ACE), propyne (PRO)

and acetonitrile (ACN) (rod-like) (Figure 1). All of these have at least a C3 symmetry axis and

thus have effectively uniaxial symmetry as far as second rank NMR observables are concerned.32

The solutes, including the standard, have been described with full atomistic details, the atomic

charges33 being computed at the minimum energy geometry, using the B3LYP density functional

and the 6− 31G∗∗ basis set.34 The 5CB solvent molecules have instead been described at united

atoms (UA) level of detail, where CH, CH2 and CH3 groups are considered as spherical interac-

tion sites, using a force field successfully tuned to reproduce its experimental nematic-isotropic

transition temperature (TNI).22

In order to assess the role of charges we have performed two series of simulations. First of all

we have considered the complete force field and compared the MD simulation results with experi-

mental NMR data; we have labelled these results as “standard solutes” or “q”. After that, we have

repeated the simulations “chargeless solutes” or “0” for not considering the electrostatic contribu-
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tions to the intermolecular solute-solvent and solute-solute interactions. In the simulations this can

be easily accomplished setting the atomic charges of the solute to zero. The differences between

these results can be used to test the importance of electrostatic versus steric interactions. Experi-

mentally a solvent that cannot establish such electrostatic interactions is defined as “magic”.1 So,

in a way, in our simulations we have transformed our normal solutes in “magic solutes”.

As we have already discussed in,22 the equilibration time for realistic simulations should be

longer then typical reorientation times of the molecules in the system; i. e. 10−20 ns for 5CB so-

lutions. This implies that repeating a full simulation from scratch for a sample of 2000 molecules

for every solute can be very demanding (and wasteful). We have thus decided to start each simula-

tion inserting the solute molecules in a preliminary equilibrated 5CB sample and re-equilibrating

from there. Inserting a particle in a dense system is notoriously problematic, because of the high

chance of overlaps and harsh repulsions. We have chosen as a convenient strategy to replace a

solvent molecule with the solute to be inserted, scaled down in size if needed. In pratice we select

inside the LC sample the solvent molecules to remove that present similar occupation of space of

the solute to insert. For this purpose we have implemented the substitution comparing the iner-

tia tensor of the solute to be inserted and of each of the solvent molecules inside an equilibrated

configuration. If scaling down was performed the original solute size has been reestablished in the

equilibration.

We have ran MD-NPT simulations using NAMD35 at the following thermodynamic conditions:

P = 1 atm, T = 285 K, 290 K, 295 K, 300 K and 305 K, using periodic boundary conditions. To

maintain constant temperature and pressure we have used Berendsen’s thermostat and barostat.36

The solutes interactions have been calculated with the AMBER-OPLS force field.37,38 The long

range interactions have been computed via the particle mesh Ewald method39 with a grid spacing

of 1.2 Å, while the van der Waals interactions have been calculated within a cutoff of 12 Å. NAMD

has the advantage of allowing different time steps for the dynamics equations consisting to different

motions and here we adopted time step 1 fs for bonded interactions, 4 fs and 8 fs respectively for

the van der Waals and electrostatic terms, and saved the trajectories every 10 ps for further analysis.
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The typical MD simulation time for each solution was 40 ns, a time long enough to exceed, for

these low molecular mass solutes, their typical reorientational relaxation time (see e. g.7) and to

give a sufficient confidence that equilibration was achieved. Finally, to improve the comparison

with some experimental data, we have also run a 60 ns-long MD simulation of pure 5CB, using a

sample of N = 2000 molecules at equilibrating it at P = 1 atm and T = 300 K.

Orientational order

The order parameter 〈P2〉, that represents the second moment of the single molecule orienta-

tional distribution P(cosβ ), is commonly used to characterise the average degree of alignment

of a molecular axis u, with respect to the preferred direction n of a liquid crystal host (aka the

mesophase director):

〈P2〉=
〈

3
2

cos2
β − 1

2

〉
≡
〈

3
2
(u ·n)2− 1

2

〉
, (1)

where β is the angle between the unit vectors n and u. In particular we have computed the

order parameters for the 5CB solvent 〈P2〉LC and the solutes 〈P2〉S. For determining 〈P2〉LC from

an MD trajectory we used the standard algorithm relying on the diagonalisation of an ordering

matrix.32 This allows identifying the instantaneous director n for the configuration at time t, which

can fluctuate when no external field is applied, and to compute the angles βi between the phase

director and the axis of each solute (or solvent) molecule. We have chosen the instantaneous

reference molecular direction as the eigenvector of the inertia moment with lowest eigenvalue

for the prolate molecules (acetylene, propyne and acetonitrile and 5CB itself), and that with the

highest eigenvalue for the oblate ones (benzene, trichlorobenzene and tribromobenzene). For our

rigid solutes this corresponds to the highest symmetry axis, while for a flexible molecule as 5CB

this represents a convenient general method.

While the order parameters of a large number of solutes dissolved in nematic solvents have been

studied by NMR1,3,5 less attention has been given instead to the effect that the solutes have on the
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orientational order of the nematic solvent itself,40,41 due in part to the difficulty of disentagling and

interpreting its many-lines NMR spectra. Using molecular dynamics simulations we are, however,

in a unique position to determine also these solute-induced effects on 5CB alignment that we report

in Figure 3 and in Table 1. We see that, as expected, the general outcome is that of lowering the

solvent 〈P2〉LC and of shifting the nematic-isotropic transition to temperatures lower than 305 K,

while the simulated value for pure 5CB is 310 K22 and the experimental one is 308.2 K.42 The

quantitative effect on the TNI seems to be comparable for all rod-like and disc-like solutes.

Among solutes endowed with their atomic charges, the lowering of the solvent order 〈P2〉LC

obtained by MD seems to be more pronounced for the disc-like molecules (BEN and TBB), with

elongated solutes like PRO and ACN perturbing the LC order less than bulkier ones. For the

chargeless molecules, these effects seem to be less well defined and, within our statistical error

(roughly estimated to ∼ 10%) all solutes give comparable results.

Close to the TNI, propyne and acetylene affect the order more than the same solutes modelled

without partial charges. In all these simulations, we noticed that the order parameter of 1,3,5-

trichlorobenzene follows linearly the order of the solvent (Figure 2), hence its use as a standard is

supported also by computer simulations results. Regarding the ordering properties of the solutes,

we recall that the sign of the order parameter 〈P2〉S indicates the average orientation of their prin-

cipal molecular axis with respect to the nematic director: positive for rod-like solutes and negative

for disc-like solutes (see Figure 4 and Table 2). In all cases the calculated sign agrees with experi-

ment. When excluding solute-solvent electrostatic interactions in the MD simulations we observe

a general reduction of the solute order parameter in the nematic phase, while its sign is always

conserved. Concluding the discussion about the solute alignment and also to better estimate the

statistical errors in our simulations, it is worth mentioning that the quality of the prediction of the

alignment is also measured by the ability of the simulations to obtain order parameters close to

zero in the isotropic phase. This is not obvious as 〈P2〉LC are non negative by definition since

they are obtained as the largest eigenvalue of the traceless ordering matrix.22 〈P2〉S is referred to

the solvent director and thus can be positive or negative, but will become strictly zero only for
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the number of particles N going to infinity. The values at 305 K reported in Table 2, where we

consider the solvent to be isotropic, demonstrates that for our simulations any value of the solute

order parameter is 0.05, which also corresponds to the standard deviation of our measurements,

and should then be considered as isotropic.

Most of the published experimental data3,5 are difficult to compare with ours, as they refer to

nematic solvents different from 5CB and, moreover, measurements were often performed at only

one temperature. Here, we have compared our results at 295 K with those available for solutes in

5CB43 at 294 K (Table 3). We notice that they are generally in quantitative agreement, in partic-

ular for 1,3,5-tribromobenzene, acetylene and propyne, while for benzene the deviations are more

significant but still within the confidence intervals. A further comparison is possible for the or-

dering of the solvent. In fact, deuterium quadrupolar splittings have been measured for deuterated

5CB pentyl hydrogens (labeled α-ω starting from the methylene group bonded to the phenyl and

ending with the methyl group), the contribution arising from both for the pure compound44 and in

presence of some of the solutes.43 Neglecting as usual the biaxiality of the nuclear quadrupole, we

computed these observables as:

∆νD =
3
2

qzz〈P2〉C−H (2)

where qzz is the z component of the deuterium quadrupolar coupling tensor, here assumed equal

to 160 kHZ,45 and 〈P2〉C−H is the average order parameter of the deuterium-carbon bond (corre-

sponding to the z axis of the tensor). Being the hydrogens implicit in our description of the 5CB

molecules, we calculated their position and the direction of the C−H bond on a geometrical ba-

sis,22 and given the positive diamagnetic anisotropy of 5CB, we assumed the magnetic field of the

NMR experiment parallel to the phase director. The simulations results, compared with experi-

mental data, are shown in Table 4. An advantage of simulations with respect to the experiments is

that they allow measuring also the sign of the splitting, which is always negative for the alkyl chain

hydrogens. Commenting the values, it can be noticed that, as already evidenced in22 for smaller

samples of 250 molecules, the force field slightly overestimates the order of the β -δ C−H bonds,

but overall the agreement is satisfactory (especially for να ) considering the small differences in
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temperature and solvent order parameter between the experimental and the simulated samples.

Also for for rigid solutes dissolved in a nematic solvent, the most direct way of comparing the

simulation results with experiment is via NMR observables, in this case dipolar couplings Di j be-

tween nuclei i, j (typically 1H or 13C). In computer simulations these observables can be calculated

directly from their definition:

Di j = − µ0

16π2 γiγ jh̄

〈
3cos2 θi j−1

r3
i j

〉
, (3)

= − µ0

16π2 γiγ jh̄〈TZZ(ri j)〉 . (4)

where ri j is the internuclear vector having an orientation θi j with respect to the spectrometer

magnetic field B (in our case, parallel to phase director n). We also have µ0 = 4π×10−7T2J−1m3,

the magnetic permeability in vacuum; γi = giµN/h̄ the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio expressed in

radiants, the nuclear factor gi, characteristic of nucleus i, and the nuclear magneton µN = 5.051×

10−27JT−1. If the molecule is rigid the internuclear distances ri j are essentially constant (neglect-

ing vibration fluctuations), the average in the last term can be approximated as
[

2〈P2(cosθi j)〉 /r3
i j

]
which is geometrically related to 〈P2〉S via a simple rotation. Eq. (3) indicates that the couplings

Di j depend only on the ZZ component of the averaged dipolar coupling tensor T(ri j) where, omit-

ting the i, j subscripts:

T(r) = ∇∇
1
r

=
1
r5


3x2− r2 3xy 3xz

3yx 3y2− r2 3yz

3zx 3zy 3z2− r2

 . (5)

This is because the traceless tensor 〈T〉, average over sample and the MD configurations, should

be diagonal in the director frame with components 〈TII〉. For a uniaxial liquid crystal the two

directions transversal to the director are equivalent and we have 〈TXX〉= 〈TYY〉=−1
2〈TZZ〉, hence
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we can only consider the absolute value of the largest component 〈TZZ〉 (Eq. (3)). This can also

used to validate the MD results and, by considering a sufficiently large number of statistically

independent configurations (here ∼ 4000), we find that these average off-diagonal terms range

between 0.01% and 1% of the diagonal terms, and can be thus considered negligible.

It is interesting to note that the simulated Di j values for our solutes in 5CB are in qualitative

agreement with the experimental data obtained in other LC solvents,46 and in particular they are

similar to the values measured in ZLI 1132 (see Table 5). This is not surprising as the latter LC

is a mixture of cyano-biphenyls and cyano-bicyclohexyls, hence it is rather similar to 5CB from a

chemical point view. In Table 5 we have also reported the results obtained from simulations setting

to zero the partial charges on the solute molecules and, as expected,1 these couplings are more

similar to the ones measured in the magic mixture.

In Table 6 we present similar results in terms of the 13C dipolar couplings for the nematic

solvent. The experimental values (measured at 301 K) must be considered as upper limits of the

values simulated with solutes because they are measured for pure 5CB.47 The simulated couplings

are in good agreement with experiment, even if we can notice a small systematic underestimation,

related to the slightly larger 〈P2〉LC value of 0.53 measured in47 with respect to 〈P2〉LC = 0.50±

0.02 obtained from simulation. In Table 6 the average dipolar couplings for 5CB in presence of

solutes are also reported. Considering the shift in transition temperature induced by the solutes

we present here the data at 295 K, finding again a qualitative agreement with the experimental

couplings of pure 5CB.

Comparison with theoretical models for alignment

The theoretical models developed in literature for the interpretation of solute alignment in a liquid

crystalline solvent are tipically based on a mean field approach,1,7,14,48,49 consisting in replac-

ing the sum of explicit pair interactions between solute and solvent molecules with an effective

anisotropic single-particle potential experienced by a solute and generated by the surrounding
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molecules. To evaluate the performances of two popular theoretical models we have compared

their predictions with our computer simulation results.

The model formulated by Maier and Saupe (MS)30 originally developed for pure nematics was

extended to mixtures as required for solute-solvent systems by Humphries, James and Luckhurst

(HJL)50 and was probably the first successful theory used in interpreting the experimental data on

solute orientational order in a nematic liquid crystal solvent.14 The MS orienting potential at low

(strictly vanishingly small) solute concentrations is expressed for a rigid uniaxial solute as:

UMS(cosβ ) = ζ 〈P2〉LCP2(cosβ ) (6)

where ζ is the specific solute-solvent interaction strength, 〈P2〉LC is the order parameter of the

nematic solvent, and β the orientation of the solute axis with respect to the mesophase director.

In the original MS theory ζ is determined by dispersive interactions, but in HJL more general for-

mulation it collects all second rank interactions.14 The parameter ζ assumes a different value for

every solute-solvent; however in the MS and HJL theory it does not depend on temperature as long

as the molecules are rigid and the intermolecular interactions can be considered constant, while the

temperature enters indirectly via 〈P2〉LC. In our case we can check the predictions of this model

by deriving an effective “a posteriori” potential acting on a molecule from the analysis of the MD

configurations. For this purpose we have calculated average histograms of the orientational distri-

bution function P(cosβ ), giving the probability of observing a solute molecule at an orientation

cosβ ±∆cosβ with respect to the director n during the MD simulation. From this P(cosβ ) we

can calculate an effective anisotropic potential energy Ueff as:51

Ueff(cosβ ) =−kBT lnP(cosβ )+U0 . (7)

Where U0 is a constant used for shifting the minimum value of Ueff(cosβ ) to zero.

We have plotted (see Figure 5) these energy histograms for the various solutes against the

simple second rank profiles predicted by the MS model (6) after performing a global fitting of
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the ζ parameter against all Ueff(cosβ ) obtained from MD at the various temperatures and using

simulated solvent order parameters 〈P2〉LC reported in Table 1. To optimise the ζ values we have

used the simplex algorithm52 which is robust and adequate for this one-parameter minimisation of

the weighted residual function:

χ
2 = ∑

i
P(cosβi)[Ueff(cosβi)−UMS or ST(cosβi)]

2 , (8)

where the sum runs over all the bins i of the simulated histogram of P(cosβ ).

For the analysis of these results (see Table 7) we consider two different groups of solutes: the

prolate molecules (ACE, PRO and ACN) and the oblate ones (BEN and TBB), both with standard

and chargeless modelling of the electrostatic interactions. For the first three solutes we obtain

quite similar ζ values (ζ <−0.7) and a low (∼ 6%) rms error, confirming the functional form (6)

with the temperature dependence of the effective potential confined to that of 〈P2〉LC.53 For the

two oblate molecules (with similar form) the optimisation gives an effective interaction strength

ζ > 1.3 with a rms error ∼ 6%. This value is larger than that obtained for our prolate solutes.

Given the second rank nature of the effective potential, i.e. −U(cosβ )/(kBT ) = a2P2(cosβ ) with

a2 = ζ 〈P2〉LC/(kBT ), a simple analytical approximation54 relating a2 to the order parameter gives

〈P2〉LC = a2/ζ predicting a linear relation between solute and solvent order, verified e. g. in the

reference 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (Figure 2).

Interestingly, we find that the optimised ζ values are quite comparable for standard and charge-

less solutes. This result hints that the electrostatic interactions and in particular quadrupolar ones

play a secondary role in determining the orientational distribution of these solutes in the LC sol-

vent, as already evidenced in the discussion of the solute order parameter (Table 2) and suggested

in previous studies .15,55

Another model proposed to explain solute alignment in nematics is the surface tensor (ST) one,

which31 assumes that the unit vector k perpendicular to each infinitesimal surface element dS of

a molecule tends to orient perpendicularly to the director n. The molecular orientation β is then

governed by an energy given by the integral over all elements dS defining the molecular surface S:
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UST(cosβ ) = ε

∫
S

[
3
2
(k ·n)2− 1

2

]
dS , (9)

where ε is a temperature-dependent interaction strength, which should take the same value for

all solutes in a given solvent. To compare the predictions of this model with our MD results we have

first proceeded, following Ferrarini et al.,31 with calculating numerically the molecular surface for

each solute and the ratio UST/ε , which is a function of molecular shape only. The molecular

shape has been described as a collection of spheres each having the Lennard Jones radius used in

the AMBER-OPLS force field,37,38 and using the B3LYP//6-31G∗∗ equilibrium geometry for their

positions. To derive a more manageable expression, the integral in 9 has been approximated for our

uniaxial solutes as a truncated series expansion in Legendre polynomials with even coefficients:

UST(cosβ )/ε '
3

∑
L=0

a2LP2L(cosβ ) (10)

where the a2L parameters are solute-specific geometrical constants. In Table 8 we report these

coefficients, as well as the corresponding surfaces S and their projection along the molecular princi-

pal axes. We see from Table 8 that for all solutes the second rank coefficient a2 is largely dominant.

Thus, the functional form of UMS and UST are effectively the same if we consider only one solute

and one temperature. However we may hope to distinguish between the two models analyzing

various sets of data together i. e. performing a “global fit”.56 In this way we can test ζ to be

solute dependent and temperature independent and a2 to change with temperature but to be solute

independent.

The profiles UST(cosβ )/ε of 10 are shown in Figure 6 plate A, while in plate B these energies

are normalised by their corresponding value of S to compare more easily the results for different

solutes. We notice first that also the ST model discriminates in all cases between oblate and prolate

molecules and also that it correctly allows to associate the orienting effects due to shape anisotropy

in the case of molecules with different dimensions (for example propyne or acetonitrile with respect

to acetylene, see Figure 6 plate B). The behavior of ACE is particularly revealing, as it shows a
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UST(cosβ )/ε profile similar to propyne, but a different energy per area UST(cosβ )/(εS). This

implies that even if the interaction with solvent per unit surface of acetylene is lower than for

propyne, the larger surface of acetylene molecule determines a total interaction energy comparable

to propyne.

The Ueff(cosβ ) profiles from the MD simulations have been fitted using the ST model both in a

single-solutes fashion and with a global approach to obtain a universal ε coefficient for all solutes

at a given temperature. Again, all these optimisations have been performed with the simplex

algorithm. The results are given in Table 9 and we see that for every temperature the values of ε

obtained from the single-solute analyses are quite scattered with respect to the global one obtained

fitting simultaneously all Ueff(cosβ ) profiles, even if they present ST ε/(kBT ) values in the nematic

phase ranging from 0.036 Å
−2

(1,3,5 tribromobenzene at 295 K), to 0.109 Å
−2

(acetonitrile at

285 K) and thus appear to be roughly in the range of 0.04 Å
−2

< ε/(kBT ) < 0.07 Å
−2

given by

Ferrarini et al.57,58

It should also be taken into account that the absolute value of the molecular surface depends on

the method of calculating it, and that this can affect the range of the ε/(kBT ) parameter.

The resulting UST(cosβ ) energy curves are plotted in Figure 7 against the Ueff(cosβ ) his-

tograms for the T = 295 K case. We see that the UST(cosβ ) profiles do not reproduce well the MD

data and quite revealingly the ST model performs slightly better with the results obtained for the

chargeless solutes. This is not surprising considering that the surface tensor model only attempts

to take into account orienting effects arising from the anisotropic shape of the solutes while solute-

solvent interaction contributions are included only in the generic ε parameter. Even though the MS

model outperforms the ST one, it should be noted that the MS it is only apparently a one-parameter

model since 〈P2〉LC provides an additional (albeit indirect and empirical) source of information that

takes correctly into account the temperature dependence of the data. These results support the view

that a complete modelling of solutes orientation in LC solvents should consider both anisotropic

shape and interaction effects.48,59

It is somewhat surprising that switching off the charges of the solutes has a relatively small
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effect on their order (Table 2) not only of the apolar molecules like benzene but even for acetonitrile

(ACN) notwithstanding its CN group and a dipole moment of ∼ 4D (see Supporting Information).

To examine this point, we have calculated the radial and polar pair correlations between the CN

group of the solute (ACN) and the solvent (5CB):

gCN−CN
0 (r) =

1
4πr2ρN

〈δ
(
r− ri j

)
〉i j (11)

gCN−CN
1 (r) = 〈δ

(
r− ri j

)(
ui ·u j

)
〉i j (12)

where ri j is the distance between the midpoint of the CN bonds of ACN and 5CB. We see

the results for g0 and g1 in Figure 8A, Figure 8B for the two cases of solute charges on and off at

T = 285 K. We observe that indeed at short range the solvent around ACN becomes less structured

on switching off charges (the second peak dissapears). As for the relative orientation of ACN and

5CB, we see from g1 that they are on average antiparallel and that eliminating the charges the

association becomes weaker as indicated by the decrease of the first peak.

Thus we see that the effects are mainly concentrated on the short range order, while the long

range which is relatively independent from the local structure53 does not seem to depend on the

local effects.

Conclusions

We have studied with atomistic molecular dynamics simulations the orientational order of small

rigid uniaxial solutes dissolved in the nematic liquid-crystal phase of 5CB. We have employed

rather large (N = 2000) samples with the solutes described at full atomistic detail and the solvent

at united atoms level. For determining the effect of the electrostatic contributions of the inter-

molecular potential on solute orientational order, we have performed two sets of simulations: one

with partial atomic charges of solutes present and one where these have been switched off.
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We noticed that the presence of a solute can modify the order within the liquid-crystal phase

and in our case a decrease of the nematic-isotropic transition temperature from 308 K to 300 K is

observed. Simulations correctly predict the ordering effect of the LC solvent on solutes, yelding

a good agreement between the computed order parameters and dipolar couplings and the ones

measured in NMR experiments, where these are available. Our results validate for the first time

the use of atomistic MD as a mean of predicting solute order at concentrations similar to those

used in NMR and this in turn should open the way to a better understanding of the physical origin

of solute alignment.

The orientational distribution functions of solutes were compared with the theoretical predic-

tions of the surface tensor model31 and the mean field Maier-Saupe type model of Humphries,

James and Luckhurst 50 for checking their validity; the surface tensor model appears to provide

only qualitative previsions; the Maier-Saupe model instead is capable of reproducing the potential

energy curves for all solutes.

The applicability of mean field models to the simulation results and the very limited effect of

solute charges on the orientational order, indicate that the alignment mechanism in 5CB, at least

for our solutes, is dominated by repulsive and van der Waals interactions.
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Table 1: Order parameters 〈P2〉LC of 5CB (referred to the inertial tensor principal axis) as a function
of temperature from MD simulations of solutions with standard charges (q) and immediately below
deviations δ 〈P2〉LC obtained in presence of chargeless solutes (0). The respective values of TNI are
also reported.

solvent 285 K 290 K 295 K 300 K 305 K TNI (K)
BENq 0.66 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.06 300
δ 0

BEN 0.00 ± 0.02 -0.01 ± 0.03 +0.02 ± 0.02 -0.06 ± 0.05 -0.03 ± 0.07 300
T BBq 0.63 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.03 0.49 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.12 0.08 ± 0.04 300
δ 0

T BB -0.03 ± 0.03 -0.03 ± 0.03 -0.08 ± 0.05 +0.01 ± 0.08 +0.01 ± 0.04 300
ACEq 0.66 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.04 300
δ 0

ACE +0.01 ± 0.02 -0.01 ± 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.03 +0.29 ± 0.08 -0.02 ± 0.03 305
PROq 0.67 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.09 0.10 ± 0.03 305
δ 0

PRO -0.02 ± 0.03 +0.01 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.05 +0.15 ± 0.04 +0.12 ± 0.11 305
ACNq 0.66 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.05 0.08 ± 0.02 305
δ 0

ACN 0.00 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.05 -0.02 ± 0.05 +0.02 ± 0.05 305

Table 2: Order parameters 〈P2〉S for rigid solutes from the MD simulations considering the elec-
trostatic solute-solvent interactions (q) and below each value the deviations from these δ 〈P2〉S
neglecting the electrostatic contributions (0).

solute 285 K 290 K 295 K 300 K 305 K
BENq -0.25 ± 0.04 -0.23 ± 0.04 -0.19 ± 0.04 -0.06 ± 0.05 -0.05 ± 0.05
δ 0

BEN +0.02 ± 0.04 +0.02 ± 0.04 +0.01 ± 0.04 +0.02 ± 0.05 +0.01 ± 0.05
T BBq -0.26 ± 0.04 -0.24 ± 0.04 -0.20 ± 0.04 -0.08 ± 0.07 -0.04 ± 0.05
δ 0

T BB +0.01 ± 0.04 +0.01 ± 0.04 +0.03 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.05
ACEq 0.19 ± 0.05 0.18 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.05
δ 0

ACE -0.07 ± 0.05 -0.07 ± 0.05 -0.05 ± 0.05 +0.04 ± 0.05 -0.02 ± 0.05
PROq 0.24 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.06 0.03 ± 0.05
δ 0

PRO -0.08 ± 0.05 -0.06 ± 0.05 -0.06 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.05 +0.01 ± 0.06
ACNq 0.20 ± 0.05 0.18 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.05 0.11 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.05
δ 0

ACN -0.06 ± 0.05 -0.06 ± 0.05 -0.05 ± 0.05 -0.04 ± 0.05 -0.01 ± 0.05
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Table 3: Comparison of the experimental order parameters 〈P2〉S for solutes in 5CB at 294 K
(taken from ref.43) with those calculated from MD simulations at 295 K. (∗) Experimental order
parameters for benzene in 5CB at 296 K.43

solute 〈P2〉S (exp) 〈P2〉S (sim)
BEN∗ -0.14 ± 0.05 -0.19 ± 0.04
TBB -0.22 ± 0.05 -0.20 ± 0.04
ACE 0.17 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.05
PRO 0.17 ± 0.05 0.18 ± 0.05

Table 4: Experimental absolute values of the 2H quadrupolar splittings (|∆ν ′|) for the hydrogens
belonging to 5CB alkyl chain (in kHz) measured for pure solvent44 and in solutions,43 and average
values calculated in this work (∆ν). The position in the alkyl chain is indicated with greek letters,
with α–γ being the first–fourth methylene groups and ω corresponding to the terminal methyl
group.

solvent T (K) |∆ν ′α | |∆ν ′
β
| |∆ν ′γ | |∆ν ′

δ
| |∆ν ′ω | T (K) ∆να ∆νβ ∆νγ ∆νδ ∆νω

5CBBEN 296 44.0 29.5 - - - 295 -51.9 -44.0 -44.5 -35.5 -11.0
5CBTBB 294 50.1 34.2 - - - 295 -47.5 -40.1 -40.7 -32.3 -9.5
5CBACE 294 58.1 41.2 - - - 295 -56.5 -48.1 -48.6 -38.9 -13.7
5CBPRO 294 53.2 36.6 - - - 295 -54.0 -45.9 -46.4 -36.9 -16.4
5CBACN - - - - - - 295 -54.8 -46.5 -47.1 -37.6 -14.4
5CB 299 51.8 35.4 37.9 25.3 18.3 300 -50.5 -42.6 -43.1 -34.0 -13.5

Figure 1: Spacefilling representations of the oblate (top) and prolate (bottom) solutes studied in this
work: benzene (BEN), 1,3,5-tribromobenzene (TBB), 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (TCB), acetylene
(ACE), propyne (PRO) and acetonitrile (ACN). Atoms are color-coded according to their partial
charges obtained from an energy minimization using the B3LYP density functional and the 6−
31G∗∗ basis set.34 The colors range from blue (e = −0.6) to red (e = +0.6). See Supporting
Information for additional details.
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Table 5: Mean solute dipolar couplings (in Hz) from46 measured at T = 301.4 K in nematic
solvents 1132, EBBA and their “magic mixture”, and from our simulations in 5CB (DT , in Hz)
with standard (q) and chargeless (0) solutes. The liquid crystal solvent defined as “magic mixture”
is composed of 55 wt% 1132 and 45 wt% EBBA. See Figures in Supporting Information for atom
labels.

Molecule Nuclei 1132 “magic” EBBA D285 K D290 K D295 K D300 K
BENq H2-H4,H12;H6-H4,H8; -987.99 -708.47 -461.48 -966 -898 -747 -244
BEN0 H10-H8,H12 -910 -821 -727 -161
BENq H2-H6,H10; H6-H10; -191.73 -137.15 -88.46 -187 -173 -144 -47
BEN0 H4-H8,H12; H8-H12 -175 -158 -140 -31
BENq H2-H8;H4-H10; -125.05 -89.32 -57.34 -121 -112 -94 -30
BEN0 H6-H12 -114 -103 -91 -20
TBBq H2-H6,H10; -213.56 -159.2 -119.90 -194 -179 -151 -58
TBB0 H6-H10 -186 -171 -125 -57
ACEq H3-H4 -644.6 -298.56 145.8 -639 -586 -496 -106
ACE0 -405 -373 -322 -231
ACEq C1-H3; C2-H4 -4763.2 -2131.23 1075.1 -4764 -4368 -3693 -789
ACE0 -3024 -2788 -2404 -1722
ACEq C1-H4; C2-H3 -506.3 -234.73 114.9 -512 -468 -397 -84
ACE0 -324 -299 -258 -184
ACEq C1-C2 -834.6 -389.4 180.2 -879 -806 -681 -145
ACE0 -554 -511 -442 -316
PROq H5-H4,H6; H4-H6 2853.10 1656.75 595.23 2556 2202 1871 1031
PRO0 1675 1566 1227 1082
PROq H7-H4,H5,H6 -401.43 -232.89 -82.47 -360 -310 -264 -145
PRO0 -233 -218 -171 -151
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Table 6: Average carbon-carbon dipolar couplings (in Hz) of 5CB solvent, obtained by means of
MD simulation of N=2000 5CB at 300 K and for MD solution of studied solutes in 5CB at 295 K,
to be compared to the experimental values obtained for pure 5CB at 301± 1 K.47 See Figures in
Supporting Information for atom labels.

carbons exp.47 5CB 5CBBEN 5CBTBB 5CBACE 5CBPRO 5CBACN
C2-C3 - -1373 1148 -1051 -1249 -1540 -1557
C2-C4,C8 -175 -163 -162 -149 -177 -184 -186
C2-C5,C7 -67 -61 -61 -56 -66 -69 -69
C2-C6 -57 -49 -49 -45 -53 -55 -56
C2-C9 - -20 -21 -19 -23 -23 -23
C2-C10 - -12 -13 -12 -14 -14 -15
C2-C11,C13 - -7 -7 -7 -8 -8 -8
C2-C12 - -6 -6 -5 -7 -7 -7
C3-C4,C8 126 124 137 123 154 144 146
C3-C5,C7 -177 -160 -173 -159 -188 -180 -182
C3-C6 -183 -162 -175 -160 -190 -182 -184
C3-C9 -54 -46 -52 -48 -57 -54 -55
C3-C10,C14 -27 -24 -27 -25 -30 -28 -29
C3-C11,C13 - -12 -14 -12 -15 -14 -14
C3-C12 - -10 -11 -10 -12 -11 -12
C4-C5,C7-C8 -1444 -1297 -1410 -1291 -1534 -1469 -1486
C6-C4,C8 -174 -160 -173 -159 -188 -180 -182
C4-C7,C5-C8 - 15 17 15 19 17 18
C4-C8 127 117 128 117 141 134 136
C9-C4,C8 -63 -57 -64 -59 -70 -67 -68
C4,C8-C10,C14 -34 -31 -35 -32 -38 -36 -37
C4,C8-C11,C13 -19 -23 -26 -24 -28 -27 -27
C4,C8-C12 - -12 -14 -12 -15 -14 -14
C5,C7-C6 - 114 124 111 139 130 132
C5-C7 130 117 128 116 140 133 135
C9-C5,C7 -169 -152 -173 -158 -188 -180 -182
C5,C7-C10,C14 -87 -74 -84 -77 -91 -87 -88
C5,C7-C11,C13 -34 -31 -35 -32 -38 -36 -37
C12-C5,C7 - -24 -27 -25 -30 -28 -29
C6-C9 -1224 -1120 -1416 -1297 -1541 -1476 -1492
C6-C10,C14 -170 -152 -172 -158 -187 -180 -182
C6-C11,C13 -63 -56 -64 -59 -70 -67 -68
C6-C12 -50 -46 -52 -47 -56 -54 -55
C9-C10,C14 - 118 129 115 143 134 137
C9-C11,C13 -177 -159 -172 -157 -187 -179 -181
C9-C12 -181 -160 -173 -158 -188 -180 -182
C10-C11,C13-C14 -1415 -1290 -1404 -1286 -1527 -1463 -1480
C12-C10,C14 - -158 -172 -157 -186 -179 -181
C10-C13,C11-C14 - 16 18 16 20 18 19
C10-C14 131 119 130 118 142 135 137
C11-C13 132 119 130 118 142 135 137
C12-C11,C13 139 123 136 122 151 142 144
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Table 7: The mean field solute-solvent interaction parameter ζ (see 6) obtained from the global
fitting of the MD orientational energies (see 7) for various solutes at all simulated temperatures,
and root mean square error (units of kcal mol−1). The 〈P2〉LC values used for the optimisation are
those of Table 1.

Standard Chargeless
Solute ζ RMSE ζ RMSE
BEN 1.33 0.08 1.23 0.06
TBB 1.54 0.06 1.49 0.07
ACE -0.72 0.05 -0.47 0.05
PRO -0.87 0.04 -0.61 0.05
ACN -0.74 0.04 -0.51 0.06

Table 8: Total molecular surface S (Å2) and the surface projections with respect to the three molec-
ular axes, calculated using the method of Ferrarini et al,31 and fit parameters of 10.

Solute S SXX SYY SZZ a0 a2 a4 a6
BEN 117 57 30 29 -0.001 27.32 -0.010 -0.0151
TBB 187 85 50 50 -0.001 35.11 -0.013 -0.0217
ACE 57 23 23 10 0.000 -12.48 -0.002 -0.0028
PRO 80 31 30 18 -0.001 -11.84 -0.008 -0.0136
ACN 74 27 27 19 0.000 -8.15 0.002 0.0035

Table 9: The surface tensor model ε parameter (in kcal Å−2 mol−1) and RMSE obtained by fitting
the Ueff(cosβ ) profiles from the MD data with the surface tensor model of 10 both from solutes
with charges (q) and chargeless ones (0).

285 K 290 K 295 K 300 K 305 K
solute ε RMSE ε RMSE ε RMSE ε RMSE ε RMSE
BENq 0.035 0.025 0.032 0.027 0.025 0.032 0.007 0.075 0.005 0.114
TBBq 0.029 0.030 0.026 0.024 0.021 0.031 0.007 0.076 0.003 0.150
ACEq 0.040 0.027 0.037 0.025 0.032 0.032 0.007 0.094 0.006 0.139
PROq 0.052 0.022 0.046 0.025 0.040 0.026 0.023 0.032 0.006 0.140
ACNq 0.062 0.027 0.058 0.029 0.050 0.033 0.037 0.031 0.006 0.196
globalq 0.036 0.153 0.032 0.152 0.026 0.167 0.009 0.286 0.004 0.201
BEN0 0.032 0.030 0.028 0.035 0.024 0.036 0.005 0.114 0.004 0.139
TBB0 0.027 0.031 0.025 0.030 0.017 0.039 0.007 0.067 0.004 0.142
ACE0 0.026 0.034 0.024 0.032 0.021 0.036 0.016 0.050 0.003 0.233
PRO0 0.035 0.032 0.033 0.030 0.027 0.039 0.024 0.044 0.010 0.102
ACN0 0.044 0.045 0.038 0.040 0.034 0.038 0.023 0.050 0.005 0.280
global0 0.030 0.095 0.027 0.091 0.021 0.138 0.008 0.285 0.004 0.221
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Figure 2: Orientational order parameters of the standard 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene 〈P2〉TCB plotted
against the corresponding ones 〈P2〉LC for the 5CB solvent. Data are relative to MD simulation
with standard (5CB-TCBq, squares) and chargeless (5CB-TCB0, circles) solute. The least square
linear fits give in both cases a slope of about -0.43 and an intercept at the origin.
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Figure 3: Orientational order parameter 〈P2〉LC for the 5CB solvent from the MD simulations of
various solutions with concentration x = 0.04 of standard solutes (A) and chargeless solutes (B) as
a function of temperature T. The black squares [a] are the simulated order parameters for the pure
solvent from ref.22
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Figure 4: Average order parameter 〈P2〉S for standard (A) and chargeless solutes (B) as a function
of temperature.
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Figure 5: The effective orientational energies U(cosβ ) calculated from MD simulations and the re-
spective effective potential fits (continuous lines) of a prolate (ACN) and an oblate (TBB) molecule
at various temperatures. The results for standard ACN and TBB are shown in plates A and B while
those for the chargeless solutes are shown in C and D.
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Figure 6: The orienting surface potential UST/ε from 10 versus molecular orientation β (plate A),
and the same function normalized by the molecular surfaces of Table 8 (plate B).
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Figure 7: Orientational energies versus molecular orientation from the MD simulations at T =
295 K and the corresponding ones obtained from surface tensor model tensor fit (9) for standard
(plate A) and chargeless (plate B) solutes.
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